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Hunton & Williams LLP’s Energy Practice Publishes Several
Chapters in 2018 Getting the Deal Through – Renewable
Energy Inaugural Edition
Hunton & Williams announces its participation with the Law Business Research Ltd. in the publication of
the inaugural edition of the book, Getting the Deal Through: Renewable Energy 2018. The guide provides
corporate counsel and international practitioners with a comprehensive worldwide legal analysis of the
laws and regulations relating to renewable energy. Eric Pogue, co-chair of the renewable energy and
clean power practice served as contributing editor of the guide.
Hunton & Williams’ global energy and infrastructure lawyers prepared several chapters in the guide,
including the opening chapter, which provided a global overview of the legal and regulatory issues that
practitioners face in the renewable energy space, authored by Washington, DC partner Eric Pogue. Other
team members who authored chapters include Jeff Schroeder (United States), Laura Jones (United
States), Mike Klaus (United States) and Ryan Ketchum (Ethiopia and Nepal). Brian Zimmet and Tauna
Szymanski also contributed to the United States’ chapter.
Our renewable energy practice is known globally for its international scope, depth of experience, breadth
of knowledge and outstanding client service. The team is comprised of nearly 100 corporate, project
finance, lending, environmental, litigation, regulatory and tax attorneys in the United States, Europe and
Asia who navigate all aspects of the development, financing, acquisition and disposition of renewable
power projects. The renewable energy and clean power practice is consistently recognized by leading
legal publications including Chambers and Partners, and The Legal 500.
About Hunton & Williams LLP
Hunton & Williams is a global law firm of more than 750 lawyers serving clients from 19 offices in the
United States, Europe and Asia. The firm handles transactional, litigation and regulatory matters for a
diverse client base, with significant experience in energy, financial services, retail and consumer
products, real estate, and privacy and cybersecurity. Visit www.hunton.com and follow us on Twitter,
LinkedIn and YouTube.
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